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1 General
1.1 Hints
Schletter PvMax3 is a modular unit assembly system for the installation of high-value aluminum subconstructions in open areas. Due to the optimization and harmonization of the individual components, a
minimum system price for the complete system price is achieved.
The dimensioning is intended in such a manner that continuous module rows are created simply by
stringing together individual rows with a length of 18m each. Due to the individual units, thermal tensions
in the system are avoided. If the lengths of the rows are determined by the boundaries of the terrain, the
rows are made up out of as many 18m-units as possible and completed by an accordingly shortened row
to obtain the required total length.
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1.2 Planning
Before delivery, a specific overview drawing including a piece list is created for each system. The overviews display the accordant measurements, the positions of the individual components, and also the
connectors.

2 Foundation
Schletter PvMax3 can basically be combined with all kinds of foundations!
Open area plants are often built on revegetated landfill sites or agicultural terrains of low quality with bad
soil conditions. In such cases, a foundation on foundations at frost penetration depth is not possible or
not reasonable. Therefore, a foundation on concrete foundations with prefabricated parts or cast-in-place
concrete is recommended as a standard option. This kind of foundation is virtually always possible and very
easy to carry out.
But any other kind of foundation is basically possible! Whether or not the subsoil is suitable for the
respective kind of foundation has generally to be decided on location!
2.1 Strip foundations with prefabricated parts
As a standard, strip foundations are intended to be placed below the respective supports (continuous
strips parallel to the module rows are also possible). The weight of the foundations has to be dimensioned
in such a manner that the wind loads are compensated simply by the weight (see structural analysis program).
2.3 Dimensioning and reinforcement
The dimensioning of the foundations is carried out according to the structural analysis program (by all
means do specify the load parameters - especially the wind loads!)
The foundations have to be reinforced by the concrete builder according to the loads that have to be considered.
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3 Support mounting
Pre-mounted supports
The supports that are delivered to the site are pre-mounted as far as possible in order to reduce the
mounting time on the construction site.

Fastening to the foundation
Firstly, the base profiles are to be mounted to the foundation by means of screw anchors.
The positions of the bases can be looked up in the drawing.

Important hint:
The selected fasteners (for example screw anchors) have to be suitable for the fixation forces that
are specified in the structural analysis! For this purpose, an according verification by the customer
has to be added to the documents!
In order to avoid direct contact between concrete and aluminum, the base profiles have been equipped
with a rubber sole. The grating at the profile and the mounting claw allows for a very good height adjustability by means of the long hole.

Front base

Rear base
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In the second step, the girder is mounted into the fork joints. The positions at the joint have been determined exactly and can be looked
up in the drawing.

The two pictures show the connection spots at the girder, they are
screwed into the girder profile by means of the click channel. Now
all screwed connections made so far have to be checked!

By means of the fork joints,
the struts are connected to the
girder profile, the green click
component and the square nut
are snapped into the girder. After
that, the fork is screwed with
hexagon head screws.

Screw plan
Picture

1
2
3
4
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Name

Tightening
torque

Screw anchors acc. to structural analysis
Washer

Pay regard to
manufacturer
information

Hexagon head screw DIN931 M12x100
Flange nut DIN6923 M12

56Nm

Hexagon head screw DIN931 M10x80
Flange nut DIN6923 M12

32Nm

Hexagon head screw DIN933 M10x25
Square nut DIN557 M10
Click component M10

32Nm
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4 Mounting of the module
beams
As soon as all supports are
mounted and aligned, the
module beams are mounted
according to the drawing and
aligned at right angle. The
name and the position are displayed in the overview plan.
Due to production tolerances
of the modules, these values
might vary slightly. As the girder profiles are always deliverd
a bit oversized, an adaption to
normal module
tolerances is possible.
The fixation of the girder to
the purlin is carried out my
means of mounting claws.

5 Module mounting
The modules are mounted according to the drawing with the included
module clamps. The tightening
torque of the screws can also be
looked up in the screw and detail
plan.
Basically, there are several options
for module mounting. Depending
on the load-bearing profile, either
the "click into place"- technique for
laminates or the screwing - technique (with “Klick” click component
system) for all our other clamp
designs is applied. The module has
to be installed without coercions
(tensions).

"click into place"- technique

screw channel (with “Klick” click
component system)
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6 Cable mounting
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quick and simple mounting
Material PA
High UV – resistance
Optimized cable ducts
Perfect edge protection
High impact strength
Protects your cables

With most installations, the cables are secured with simple cable
ties. But especially in sunny countries, these cable ties become
brittle very quickly. In many cases, the cables dangle off the profiles
after only two years. This leads to water damage in the plugs and
loosened connections due to wind impact on the cables. We offer
you cable ducts for the laying of your cables that can be fixed to our
profiles quickly and easily.
Of course, we also offer according edge protectors for the ends.

7 Tolerances
Schletter mounting racks are always explicitely dimensioned for the wind and snow loads at the respective location. In the interest of economic efficiency, the individual components are usually utilized up to the
limits of their material load-bearing capacities. Therefore, the racks have to be mounted with maximum
precision. In case of significant deviations from the mounting plans, structural overstressings. Therefore,
the adherence to the specified tolerances is essential for structural safety.
Support widths of the spans

Sidewise
cantilever

upper
girder
connection

lower
girder
connection

Support widths of the spans			
sidewise purlin cantilever			
lower girder connection			
upper girder connection			
Engagement length of the module into the clamp
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± 50 mm
± 30 mm
± 20 mm
± 20 mm
- 2 mm
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8 Component overview

Base profiles
147003-001 front
147003-002 back

Forks
147004-001 front
147004-002 back

124401-...
124400-...
KP0 interior KP0 exterior

124300-...
S0

124301-...
S1 exterior

124403-...
KP1 interior

124302-...
S1 interior

Struts
147001-001 Strut 55x55 mm
147002-001 Strut 75x55 mm

124402-...
KP1 exterior

124303-...
S1.5

124405-...
KP1.5 interior

124404-...
KP1.5 exterior

124304-...
S2

124407-...
KP2 interior

124406-...
KP2 exterior

124305-...
S3
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Module clamps

130001-020 - 130001-051 End clamp
130002-000 - 130002-001 Middle clamp

139005-000 KP module clamp 2x
139006-000 KP-locking device interior
139007-000 Module rubber 2x
139006-001
139006-000
139005-000
139007-000

KP-locking device exterior
KP-locking device interior
KP module clamp
Module rubber

133280-080 Glass panel - middle clamp Eco8
133180-080 Glass panel - end clamp Eco8

133260-068 Glass panel middle clamp Eco7
133160-068 Glass panel end clamp Eco7

146001-000 Mounting claw 80mm
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Mounting claw
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